
Conflict 

Resolution

Module 3



Learning objectives

 Recognize 

 Manage Conflict Situations

This module will help you with: 

How?

Giving real life examples & overviewing the 

necessary skills to manage them.

(Theory; Learning activities; Recommendations)

Selecting the best conflict resolution skills (empathy, 
mediation, assertiveness, active listening, facilitation, etc.).

Understanding and contrast the conflict at all levels
(individual, group, organizational).

Recognizing the conflict management process (stop and think; 
redirect the conflict; investigate; find solutions) and its styles
(avoiding, collaborating, compromising, accommodating, competing).



Pre-test: Self-reflection activity on how to perceive others

Introduction to Conflict and Resolution of Conflicts

Unit 1 Understanding the conflict and its levels 

Unit 2 Conflict management styles

Unit 3 Resolving conflict

Post-test: Self-reflection activity in comparison to the first one

Further readings

References

Conflict resolution module



Pre-test: Self-reflection activity on how to perceive others
Think about yourself! 

Choose one of each two answers and discover if you are more "flexible" or "structured" 
Remember: there is no right answer! 

If you have more odd answers, you are a flexible person, a dreamer, with an innovative mind-set idea oriented.
If you have more even answers, you are a more structured person, pragmatic, with a squared mind-set result 
oriented. 

a.
1. I like changing easily between tasks to try new ones.

2. When I start something I go through until the end.
b.

3. I am more interested in the future than in the past.
4. I am focused on my present life.

c.
5. I believe that groups are more effective than individuals.

6. I think that individuals can be more productive than groups.
d. 

7. I enjoy interacting with others.
8. I prefer to stay on my own.

e.
9. I don't like deadlines.

10. Deadlines are important to me.
f.

11.  New ideas do not need to be tested first.
12.New ideas have to be tested before being used.



Introduction to Conflict and Resolution of Conflicts

Conflict?

Essence: 
disagreement, differences, contradiction

Contextual definition

situation with incompatible goals, cognitions, or

emotions (within or between individuals/groups) leading

towards opposition or antagonistic interaction.



“Conflicting” words

SYNONYMS for conflict ANTONYMS for conflict

differ, disagree, disturb, vary, brawl, clash, collide, 

combat, contend, contest, disaccord, jar, 

mismatch, interfere, fight, disharmonize, discord, 

oppose, romp, scrap slug, strive, struggle tangle, 

bump heads with, cross swords with, run against 

tide, square off with

peace, truce, agreement, calm, harmony, 

surrender, accord, concord, stability 



Conflict exists when a person has a need that is not being met

Expressing the need

Finding out if the need can or cannot be met

The Resolution of Conflict

YES: solution

NO: negotiate/manage the conflict

If a conflict is hard to solve, you may

need help, involving a neutral third

party to help you mediate the dispute.



Conflict curve theory
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hiding a potential conflict.

potential conflict 
becomes an actual one

conflict increases very 
much over the time

tension generated from the 
conflict hurts the parties

tension decreases, where the dispute 
becomes a reflection on different needs

interests in conflict are 
allocated and a compromise 

is found

agreement is reached



Unit 1 Understanding conflict and its level

Topic 1 Individual conflict

Topic 2 Group conflict

Topic 3 Organizational conflict

Activity 1.1 The end justifies the means

Activity 1.2 Recognize the levels of conflict

Conflict resolution



Topic 1: Individual conflict

• Intra individual conflict is a psychological dilemma, an internal conflict

related to personal goal (e.g. ethical or emotional questions  decision-making

issue)

• Inter individual conflict is related to the competition between individuals for

achieving a position, promotion or resources (mutual disagreement)

Individual conflict 

refers to an interpersonal incompatibility or differing perceptions 

(e.g. difference of opinions and/or an unmatched relationships)



ADVICE for solving INDIVIDUAL conflicts…

Accept suggestions and remarks from the others

Play (Be creative) with personal challenges

Be aware about your self-esteem

Be aware of your emotions and feelings. Listen your personal needs

Communicate through eye contact and gestures

Use a low tone, don’t raise your voice. Be patient and calm

Formulate “I-statements”. You have the key for the solution! 



Topic 2: Group conflict

• Inter group conflict is linked to the interactions between groups, departments,

sections, units and so on.

• Intra group conflict is related to the conflict among some or all the members of the

same group (it usually affects the group’s performance, values, attitudes or interests)

Group conflict

refers to the struggle in/between groups.



ADVICE for solving GROUP conflicts…

Avoid trigger or provocative words

Use humor

Remain balanced

Try to empathize with the others

Measure stress situations

Be ready to forgive and forget

Seek compromise and avoid provocation



Topic 3: Organisational conflict

• Intra organisational conflict happens between different levels of an organisation 
(horizontal when at same level of the hierarchy; vertical when between hierarchical higher and lower levels of the 
hierarchy of the organisation)

• Inter organisational conflict happens between different organizations. 

There are different types of this conflict: the one between organisations regulated by statutory rules, and the one 
between organisations and government/administrative agencies, regulated by State laws. 

Organisational Conflict (workplace conflict)

refers to the state of disagreement or misunderstanding, resulting from the actual or perceived 

different needs, beliefs, resources and relationship between the members of an organization.



ADVICE for solving ORGANIZATION conflicts…

Be fair

Organize face-to-face confrontation moments

Give and receive feedback from and to the teamwork

Assess your performance based on the effort of the teamwork

Find solutions that works best for more organisation members

Listen the organisation’s needs



conflict

Individual level Organisational level

Inter organizational 
conflict 

Intra organizational 
conflictInter individual conflictIntra individual conflict

Group level 

Intra group conflictInter group conflict

Levels of Conflict



Unit 2 Conflict management styles

Topic 1 Recognize what and when to use them

Topic 2 Conflict styles and their representative animals

Activity 2.1 Conflict-management style survey

Activity 2.2 What conflict animal are you?

Conflict resolution



Conflict Management styles: 

Topic 1: Recognize what and when to use them

Avoiding: to evade an issue. 

When to use it >>> when there is no 

chance of getting what you want.

Accommodating: to satisfy someone else 

needs rather than yours. 

When to use it >>> when it doesn’t matter 

which position is satisfied (yours or others’)

Competing: to satisfy your needs and ignore 

others’. 

When to use it >>> when quick and decisive 

action is needed.



Collaborating: the needs of the people involved in the 

conflict are all taken into consideration. 

When to use it >>> When there you need to merge 

insights from people of different perspectives on a 

problem

Compromising: everybody’s needs are satisfied.

When to use it >>> When two opponents with equal

power perceptions are committed to mutually

exclusive goals.



Competing
High issue
Fighting

Low relationships orientation

Collaborating
High issue

Mutual problem solving
High relationship orientation

Avoiding
Low issue

Withdrawing
Low relationship orientation

Accommodating
Low issue

Self sacrificing
High relationship orientation

Compromising 

Conflict management 
styles matrix

COMPROMISING IS BEST
At the heart of the different styles, compromising is the most efficient 

- High relationship orientation
- Mutual problem solving
- It accommodates everyone 

by finding a common need 
to be satisfied



Animal                                 Style

Owl                        Collaborating

Turtle                             Avoiding

Shark                         Competing

Teddy bear               Accommodating

Fox                        Compromising

Topic 2: Conflict Styles and their representative animals 

Principle

I win, you win

I zig, you zag 

I win, you lose

I lose, you win

I am satisfied, you are 
satisfied



Unit 3 Resolving conflict

Topic 1 The conflict resolution process

Topic 2 Conflict resolutions skills

Topic 3 Real life example

Activity 3.1 More Ways of Responding to Conflict 

Activity 3.2 Develop your “Active listening” conflict resolution skill

Conflict resolution



Topic 1: The conflict resolution process

1. STOP AND THINK , as soon as you notice the conflict.

Your reaction influences the conflict’s development.

Stay calm, strong and mature, don’t be bothered by words,

2. REDIRECT the conflict into a positive discussion.

Stay calm, patient, suggest what best for you and the

person involved in the conflict, be open to active listening.

DON’T FALL IN THE CONFLICT TRAP!
when a person wants you to get angry



3. INVESTIGATE why the conflict 

occurred. 

Think about the causes of the

conflict, share your point of view,

how you feel, be open to listen,

focus on the real problem.

4. FIND ONE OR MORE SOLUTIONS, working together.

Don’t blame, don’t make excuses, be optimistic that a

solution will be found, use one of the management styles.



Topic 2: Conflict resolution skills

Active listening: being 
respectful with strong 
communication skills

Creative problem solving: 
having restoring relationship 

and critical thinking

Mediation: being transparent, 
measured and impartial

Empathy: asking and giving 
feedback with patience

Facilitation: being intuitive, 
perceptive and realistic

Assertiveness: being 
balanced, fair and decisive 



Topic 3: real life example (Internal Conflict)

At 19 he spent 3 years in jail

Where he had the opportunity to study cooking

After jail, he applied for seasonal jobs and got

rejected multiple times.

He was frustrated:

 He was aware about his competences, he didn’t

know how to show them

Alex is now a 35 years old 

appreciated cook of a prestigious 

restaurant in Palermo.



What do you think he did? 

Before moving to the next slide, try to imagine a possible solution to his

problems

HE HAD AN INTERNAL CONFLICT 



• He offers his help in a solidarity kitchen managed by a German 

association 

• He got a job contract in Germany

(he was a bit anxious about the language issues but not having any other 

offer he decided to accept it) 

• After 7 years living there he decided to find a way to be back in his 

hometown. 

…He was creative, brave and assertive!

Thanks to the experience gathered now 

 he has a great job in his city 

 he is planning to open his own restaurant in 

about 5 years



The Active Listening and 
communication skills are key 
skills that help to prevent, to 

solve a conflict situation!

A conflict is neither positive nor negative!

Conflict
can be transformed

into creativity!



Activity 1.1. The end justifies the means

In order to solve a conflict, be able to recognize it!

Situation:

• You live on the second floor with your family and there is a neighbor on the first floor, that is shouting every day.
• You can’t sleep properly and you are really annoyed. You go downstairs and ring the bell to impose your need.
• The neighbor apologizes but he doesn’t say who is shouting and why. 

On the other hand..

• The situation becomes worse and all your family is bothered. You contact again the neighbor – he doesn't reply.
• After many complaints you do with other members of the neighborhood, one day the first floor man invites you 

in: he tells you it’s his disabled son. 

Reflect on the following points:

1. What do you think the needs of both sides are? 

2. How would you feel if it was you in the father’s place? Which 
impressions do you think he gets, when you judge them?

3. What would you like to happen? What would you avoid for the future?

Reflective activity



Activity 1.2. Recognise the levels of conflict

a. I had an accident during my work shift because I was tired of 
working too many hours

b. I don’t have any relationship with my neighbors because they 
are noisy

c. All the employees in my fieldwork get paid less than we 
should. We won’t work for 2 days, to make a strike to 
vindicate our rights.

d. I have to talk with my daughter because her professor told me 
that she doesn’t want to do her homework.

e. I don’t have money because I don’t work, so I will apply for a 
financial State aid.

f. I don’t go to the beach because I don’t know how to swim, but 
my daughter has never been there.

g. I need to support my family living in the countryside, but I 
don’t have a car and there are no buses to go there. They 
think that I don’t care about them.

1. Intra individual conflict

2. Inter individual conflict

3. Intragroup conflict

4. Intergroup conflict

5. Inter organisational conflict

6. Intra organisational conflict

Analytic activity



Activity 2.1: Conflict-Management Style Survey (1/3)

Controller
A

Accommodator
B

Compromiser 
C

Avoider
D

Collaborator
E

You are 
a...

1.When you 
disagree with 

other members of 
a group you 

would:

Stand by your 
convictions 
and defend 

your position.

Go along with the rest 
of the group.

Appeal to the logic of 
the group in the hope 
of convincing at least 

a majority 
that you are right.

Not 
participate in 

the 
discussion

Explore points of 
agreement and 

disagreement and the 
feelings of the

group’s member, and 
then search for 

alternatives

Reflective activity

Complete the sentence “In these situations I am…” with the dominant attitude that was 
most chosen: controller, accommodator, compromiser, avoider, collaborator



Controller
A

Accommodator
B

Compromiser 
C

Avoider
D

Collaborator
E

You are a...

2. Which of 
the following 
phrases do 
you believe 
the most?

Life is 
conquered by 

those who 
believe in 
winning.

Winning is rarely 
possible in conflict.

No one has the final 
answer to anything, 

but each has a 
piece to contribute.

In the last 
analysis, it 
is wise to 
turn the 
other 

cheek.

It is useless to 
attempt to 

change a person 
who seems 

locked into an 
opposing view.

3.When 
someone you 

love says 
something

you complete 
disagree, you 

would:

Keep on saying 
that you don’t 

like his/her idea

Let him or her know 
in casual, subtle 

ways that you are not 
pleased; possibly

distract with humor; 
and avoid a direct 

confrontation.

Call attention to the 
conflict and explore 

a mutually 
acceptable solution.

Try to keep 
your 

misgivings 
to yourself.

Let you actions 
speak for you by 

indicating 
depression or 

lack of interest.

Activity 2.1. Conflict-Management Style Survey (2/3)



Controller
A

Accommodator
B

Compromiser 
C

Avoider
D

Collaborator
E

You are 
a...

4.In handling 
conflict 

between your 
group and 

another, you 
would:

Prepare 
responses to 

objections prior 
to open conflict.

Encourage your 
group’s members to 
identify in advance 
areas of possible 

compromise.

Recognize that 
conflict is healthy 
and press for the 

finding shared 
concerns and/or 

goals.

Promote 
harmony on the 
grounds that the 
only real result 
of conflict is the 
destruction of 

friendly 
relations.

Have your group 
submit the issue to 
an external person.

Activity 2.1. Conflict-Management Style Survey (3/3)



Activity 2.2: What conflict animal are you? 🐢🐢
Saying Advantages Disadvantages Animal 

1.“I’m sure we can work 
together for a better 

solution”

Advantages: Both sides get what 
they want and negative feelings 

are eliminated

Disadvantages: Takes a great 
deal of time and effort

2.“It’s not worth the trouble”
Advantages: Helps maintain 

relationships that would be hurt by 
conflict resolution

Disadvantages: Conflicts 
remain unresolved; Overuse 
leads to others walking over 

them

3.“I know I’m right”
Advantages: Quick decisions Disadvantages: May breed 

hostility and resentment

4.“I’ll do what you want so 
we don’t argue”

Advantages: Maintains 
relationships of individuals in 

conflict

Disadvantages: Giving in to 
each conflict may not be 

productive

5.“If I give you this, you 
give me that”

Advantages: Relationships are 
maintained and conflicts are 

removed

Disadvantages: Compromise 
may create less than ideal 

outcome

Analytic activity



Activity 3.1. More Ways of Responding to Conflict 

Imagine a real scenario where you have to try to solve a conflict situation, going through the
conflict resolution process (STOP AND THINK; REDIRECT THE CONFLICT;
INVESTIGATE; FIND SOLUTIONS)

Answer to the following questions:

1. What happened? How was the conflict generated?

2. Why did a conflict happened? Which are the reasons that cause the conflict 
situation? (personal such as lack of trust, political, religious or cultural values, 
interests, attitudes)

3. What would I do to do not have make it happen? Who was involved in the conflict? 

4. Which are the possible alternative to solve the conflict? Which style do I 
recommend to adopt? Which is the favourite solution among many? Is there a 
correct and wrong solution?

Analytic activity



Assign 1, 2 or 3 scores to a series of situations, by assessing your listening skill (low, medium, high active listening 
skill). 

(1) 
Low

(2)
Medium

(3)
High

1. When someone is speaking I find it hard to concentrate on what is being said and my mind wanders. 
They need to become more precise in their expression. 
2. When someone is speaking I rarely make eye contact. It may be a distraction to the speaker. 
3. I can anticipate the speaker's message and say it first. This saves time and shows I’m listening. 
4. I do not ask questions but listen politely. It should all come together sooner or later. 
5. I become impatient when people take too long to make a point and urge them to move faster. 
6. Expressing feelings get in the way of communication, but I better appreciate people whose feelings I 
share. 
7. I interrupt to share my similar experience or situation. This lets the speaker know I have
comparable understanding. 
8. I correct people who make grammar mistakes while speaking. It helps them the next time they speak. 
9. Listening is easy to me, and I’m probably a better listener than most. 
10. I try to keep the conversation going even when the speaker stops, because silence is not productive. 

Total active listening score

Activity 3.2. Develop your “Active listening” conflict resolution skill Reflective activity



Further Readings

Techniques to solve conflict (IT)
https://www.ionos.it/startupguide/produttivita/gestione-dei-conflitti/

http://pratika.net/wp/risorse/alcune-tecniche-di-risoluzione-dei-conflitti/

Peacebuilding (EN)
https://www.peaceinsight.org/reports/whatworks/

Skills (EN)
https://www.helpguide.org/articles/relationships-communication/conflict-resolution-skills.htm

Conflict resolution tips (EN)
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/close-encounters/201704/10-tips-solving-relationship-

conflicts

Role of communication in conflict management
https://www.managementstudyguide.com/role-of-communication-in-conflict-management.htm

https://www.talentedladiesclub.com/articles/how-to-change-your-body-language-to-improve-your-

conflict-resolution-skills/

https://www.ionos.it/startupguide/produttivita/gestione-dei-conflitti/
http://pratika.net/wp/risorse/alcune-tecniche-di-risoluzione-dei-conflitti/
https://www.peaceinsight.org/reports/whatworks/
https://www.helpguide.org/articles/relationships-communication/conflict-resolution-skills.htm
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/close-encounters/201704/10-tips-solving-relationship-conflicts
https://www.managementstudyguide.com/role-of-communication-in-conflict-management.htm
https://www.talentedladiesclub.com/articles/how-to-change-your-body-language-to-improve-your-conflict-resolution-skills/
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